Product Summary

Drawing upon his vast expertise on essential oils, D. Gary Young created a special blend called Oola Grow after reading the book *Oola: Find Balance in an Unbalanced World*. This blend is designed to help you reach your unlimited potential and growth in many aspects of life that fall in line with the lifestyle principles found in Dr. Dave Braun and Dr. Troy Amdahl’s Oola book. Young Living and Oola birthed a harmonious partnership that inspires and encourages balanced achievement. Whether it is emotional, spiritual, or mental, Oola Grow gives you courage to focus on the task at hand and helps you move forward toward positive advancements and progression.* Together with Oola Balance, this blend will help you experience OolaLife with wellness, purpose, abundance, and vitality.

Primary Benefits

- Encourages clarity of thought and action*
- Supports energy and personal growth*
- Promotes feelings of happiness and empowerment*

Who Should Use This Product?

- Anyone seeking a lift in energy and ability to take action on the OolaPath*
- People who are looking for personal growth*
- People looking for confidence and vigor*
- Anyone who desires to live the OolaLife*

Suggested Use

- Topical: Dilute 1 drop with 1 drop V-6™ or olive oil. Apply to desired area as needed.
- Aromatic: Diffuse up to 30 minutes 3 times daily.
- Best used to start your day and in the afternoon for an added boost to the day.

Cautions

- Keep out of reach of children.
- If pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a medical condition, consult a health professional prior to use.
- Avoid direct sunlight or UV rays for up to 12 hours after applying product.

Did You Know?

- The Oola Grow essential oil blend was introduced at the 2013 Young Living Convention themed “Believe.”
- The Oola essential oil blends were created for the sole purpose of helping you balance and grow your life and live the OolaLife.
- The spruce oil found in Oola Grow is believed to possess the frequency to prosperity.
- Blue tansy and rosewood, both found in Oola Grow, work together to stimulate the mind and promote feelings of acceptance.

Complementary Products

- Oola Balance™
- Valor®
- Dream Catcher™
- Clarity™

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Product Information

Oola Grow—5 ml
Item No. 5021
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